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(Communicated by R. Penrose, F.R.S. - Received 14 A pril 1982)
We consider weak solutions of the zero-rest-mass (z.r.m.) equations
described in Eastwood et al. (1981). The space of hyperfunctions, which
contains the space of distributions, is defined and we consider hyper
function solutions of the equations on real Minkowski space M 1 and its
conformal compactification M .
We define a hyperfunction z.r.m. field to be future or past analytic if
it is the boundary value of a holomorphic z.r.m. field on the future or
past tube of complex Minkowski space respectively; and we demonstrate
th a t any field on M 1 th a t is the sum of future and past analytic fields
extends as a hyperfunction z.r.m. field to all of M . I t is shown th a t any
distribution solution on M 1 splits as required and hence extends as a
hyperfunction solution to M . Twistor methods are then used to show th a t
the same applies in the more general case of hyperfunction solutions on
M 1. This leads to an alternative proof of the main result of Wells (1981):
a hyperfunction z.r.m. field on compactified real Minkowski space is a
unique sum of future and past analytic solutions.
I ntroduction

In this paper we want to consider three different aspects of solutions of the classical
zero-rest-mass (z.r.m.) field equations on real Minkowski space (see Dirac 1936),
namely weak solutions, conformal invariance, and positive frequency, and how
these relate to one another. These equations include Maxwell’s equations (helicity
±1), as well as the classical Dirac-Weyl equations for a neutrino (helicity ± |) ,
and the wave equation (helicity 0). The first aspect is th a t there are solutions to
the equations th a t are not smooth and th a t have singularities, reflecting the
hyperbolic nature of the equations, and this necessitates the introduction of
classes of generalized functions on which the linear differential operators involved
are naturally defined. The second aspect is th a t the equations are conformally
invariant, and hence are well defined on the conformal compactification of
Minkowski space (studied in detail in Penrose (1965). A general theory of conformal
[ 403 ]
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compactification relating geometry, Lie groups, and partial differential equations
has recently been developed (see Ehrenpreis 1982). The set of points ‘a t infinity’
is a light cone th a t is the image under a conformal inversion of the light cone
situated a t an appropriate origin. A natural question to ask in this situation is:
since the equations extend to the conformal compactification, does a solution to
these equations also extend to the conformal compactification ? The third aspect of
interest is th a t the equations can have positive-frequency solutions, namely
solutions th a t adm it a Fourier-integral decomposition in terms of plane waves of
the form e~ik'x, where k is positive in an appropriate sense. This is im portant in
quantum-mechanics considerations where positive frequency is related directly to
positive energy (see Feynman 1962). In quantum field theory a positive-frequency
field has the property th a t it is the boundary value on Minkowski space of a holomorphic field defined on the future tube (the natural extension of the forward light
cone to the complexification of Minkowski space). We formalize geometrically (see
§ 2) the notion of positive frequency by saying th a t a field is
analytic if it has
this boundary-value property (negative frequency is related similarly to a past
analytic field by using the past tube).
In this paper we consider a general class of generalized functions known as
hyperfunctions. Hyperfunctions are natural generalized functions, and formally are
simply an infinite-order extension of distributions. For instance, any distribution
with compact support in !RWcan be considered as a finite sum of derivatives of
continuous functions. In particular, any distribution, T, with support a t the origin
is a finite sum of derivatives of the Dirac measure (Dirac ^-function d(x)), i.e.
T =

2

A hyperfunction with compact support allows certain infinite sums of such
derivatives: an example on the real line is
(1)

which is a well defined infinite series and generalized function when viewed as a
hyperfunction, but which does not fall into the framework of distributions. On
compact manifolds, the space of hyperfunctions is simply the dual of the space of
real analytic functions equipped with a suitable topology so th a t it is a complete
topological vector space. On non-compact manifolds, such a direct duality is not
possible (one would need real analytic functions with compact su p p o rt!). Thus one
requires a less straightforward description. This was provided in two ways by
Martineau and Sato. Martineau described hyperfunctions as locally finite sums of
real analytic functionals (all of which have compact support). This is analagous to
describing distributions as locally finite sums of distributions with compact support,
by means of a partition of unity. Sato took a different view, and noticed th a t
distributions could be viewed as jumps in boundary values of holomorphic functions
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defined in a neighbourhood complexification of the real analytic manifold (by
using Cauchy’s integral formula in a suitable manner). For example, we have the
well known identity
_L___ 1
2jti£(:r)
tf-fiO
i0 ’
Similarly,
m

v J tL
n = 0 ^ +1>

which is holomorphic in € -

U,will define the distribution
71= 0

T = 2m S ${n\

while the holomorphic function
f(z) — e1ls/2niz,
with an essential singularity a t zero will define the hyperfunction written down
formally in equation (1). I t has been im portant for some time to study distribution
solutions of partial differential equations, and more recently to study hyperfunction
solutions of such equations (see Guillemin et
1979).
In this paper we show th a t any hyperfunction solution of the massless field
equations of arbitrary helicity on Minkowski space has a hyperfunction extension
to compactified Minkowski space th a t is also a solution. Such an extension is not
unique and we show th a t there are non-trivial hyperfunction solutions of these
equations supported on the light cone a t infinity, which are the obstruction to
there being a unique extension. On the other hand we show th a t a distribution
solution to the same equation need not have an extension as a distribution to
infinity (whether it is required to be a solution or not), and thus it is necessary to
work a t the level of hyperfunctions to obtain such an extension result.
We give two proofs of this result. The first proof shows th a t distribution solutions
have an extension to infinity as hyperfunction solutions, and it is independent of
Penrose’s twistor geometry. This involves showing, first, th a t any distribution
solution can be expressed as the sum of future and past analytic solutions by means
of a general Fourier-analysis decomposition, with use of the results in Ehrenpreis
(1970) (lemma 2.3). Secondly, it is shown th a t any solution admitting such a decom
position has an appropriate hyperfunction-solution extension to the points at
infinity (lemma 2.2). The second proof is valid for arbitrary hyperfunction solutions
on Minkowski space and uses Penrose’s twistor geometry (see Wells 1979). This
proof, presented in §4, represents hyperfunction solutions in terms of boundary
values of holomorphic solutions in appropriate complexifications, and uses the
representation of such holomorphic solutions as the Penrose transform of appro
priate holomorphic data on twistor space. More specifically, this involves the
relative cohomology representation of hyperfunctions, which describes algebraic
sums of holomorphic functions in different overlapping sectors modulo appropriate
equivalence conditions (see §1).
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In addition, in §4 is presented a new and simpler proof of the extension of the
Penrose transform from smooth data to hyperfunction data for compactified
Minkowski space (originally proved in Wells (1981)). Also, a localization of this
extension is described and proved (which was conjectured in Wells (1981) for
affine Minkowski space).
In § 1 we present a survey of the hyperfunction theory we need. In §2 we introduce
the twistor geometry and conformally invariant differential equations we want to
study. We introduce future and past analytic fields and show th a t any field th at is
representable as the sum of future and past analytic fields extends to the light cone
a t infinity. In §3 we see th a t any distribution solution of the field equation on affine
Minkowski space splits into future and past analytic components, and then extends
as a hyperfunction solution to the compactification by the results in §2. In §4 these
results are extended to hyperfunction fields in affine Minkowski space as mentioned
earlier, and essential use is made here of the twistor geometry.

1. H y p e r f u n c t i o n s

Our treatm ent of hyperfunctions is going to be almost entirely governed by our
needs in this paper. For further information and detailed proofs of the results
outlined here the reader is referred to Guillemin et al. (1979), which provides a
distillation of the fundamental paper by Sato et al. (1973) and which contains most
of the results we use. In addition we refer the reader to Komatsu (1973) for an
introduction to hyperfunction theory in terms of relative cohomology.
Throughout this section we let U denote an arbitrary open set in
Considering
as a real submanifold of its complexification Cn = IRn© !Rn, we let N -+U n and
A”-> IRn be the normal bundle and normal unit-sphere bundle respectively of the
embedding of Un in
Cn.Let
a :N —
with the zero section deleted to
fit.
Definition 1.1. A cone
over
<
U= [Rwis a set
is the projection fit —
N is convex.

<
r=
F<
= N with J 7=

Ni
s a set

Rn. A cone r is convex if its intersection with each fibre of

Remark. We adopt the tilde notation throughout this paper, for the relation
between a cone r and its defining set P in the unit-sphere bundle fit.
Definition 1.2. Trivializing N and fit as the products !Rn x ilRw and K!n x i$ w_1
respectively, and letting M be an open set in S n~x we define
xi

fid):= limproj lim ind 0{Q f) (U x
M'eM
iHU

where the projective limit is over relatively compact open subsets
inductive limit is over neighbourhoods

e M , the
Qfo in
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functions in Cw and M , M , and M ', M ' are corresponding regions in [Rn and S n~x
respectively in the sense of the foregoing convention, i.e. U x
is a cone over U
defined by
UxM
,etc.

Remarks, (i) Since sets of the form V x i
Mf
orm a basis
to a sheaf
0$over A'.
(ii)
The sheaf can be defined on the normal sphere bundle of any real analytic
manifold in its complexification (see Kashiwara 1979).
We now let
^ (U )
: =r i are open convex cones over U,

An element of the set
^ ( U )is a set of holomorphic functions defined ne
IRn, the sum of whose ‘boundary values ’ we want to consider to be a hyperfunction.
We give the following formal definition.

Definition 1.3. The
hyperfunctions onU,denoted by& (U ), are defined as $F{U
where ~ is the following equivalence relation. Let f,g e^F (U ),
{ T ^ ff, g =
{ r a, ga}, where {i} and {a} run over distinct finite sets. Then / ~ if and only if there
exist open convex cones r ia over U and hiae s $ ( r iix) with
(i) r ia =5 r t u
ra,
(ii )/< = 2 *te,
9« = l , h ia.
CL

i

Remarks, (i) One can define hyperfunctions on any real analytic manifold
similarly.
(ii) A hyperfunction as defined is to be thought of as the sum of the boundary
values on IRn of its defining functions. Addition of two hyperfunctions is achieved
in the obvious way. Similarly, the derivative of a hyperfunction is defined to be the
sum of the ‘boundary values ’ of the corresponding holomorphic derivative of its
defining functions.
(iii) The presheaf {&(U)} forms a sheaf & over IRn, and it is a remarkable fact
th a t this is a flabby sheaf (i.e. sections extend from open sets to larger open sets).
(iv) The freedom in choosing cones and holomorphic functions to represent a
given hyperfunction is described by relative sheaf cohomology. For example
^(IRw)-is precisely H^n(Cn, 0) (see Komatsu 1973 for details).
(v) By replacing 0 with other locally free analytic sheaves one can obtain
hyperfunctions of different ‘ty p es’. Spinor hyperfunctions on Minkowski space are
examples. In other words, £8 is an ^/-module on lRn, where s / is the sheaf of real
analytic functions. As such 0ft can be tensored with other ^-m odules, e.g. real
analytic differential forms, real analytic spinor fields. One thus obtains hyperfunction versions of the same geometric objects.
(vi) Hyperfunctions contain the conventional spaces of distributions as strict
subsets, i.e.
(see Komatsu 1973).

jtf(tf) c Q*>{TJ) c @’{U) c
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We now want to clarify in which sense the hyperfunctions are dual to real
analytic functions. First we define the support supp of
to be the comple
ment of the largest open set on which it vanishes. If K is closed in [Rn, we let
&K(Un): =

{ue& (U

The following duality theorem is due to Sato and is proved in Komatsu (1973) for
instance.
T h eo r em 1.4. Let
<
K= [Rn
topology, i.e. stf(K) = lim ind^(f3) over
topological dual
to s/(K ).

becompact and let

be given the
Q
:=>

R e m a r k .I f u e& K (Un) is defined by { r i,fi} and (pestf{K), then the dua
pairing (u, 0 ) e C is given by
O,

= 2
i J K+Ui

d^x... dxn,

where the integrations are over K translated by the vectors ei into the cones
so th a t/; and <j) are both holomorphic on the ‘contour’
ie^.
We now make precise the notion of ‘boundary value’ and differentiation, both
concepts playing an im portant role in our use of hyperfunctions.
Definition 1.5. (i) For F an open convex cone over U and given
consider the hyperfunction represented by {-T,/}. This defines a mapping

we

b :J (r)^@ {U )

(the boundary value mapping). Similarly one has a mapping
We shall
abuse notation and also call this mapping b. In the first case the holomorphic
functions are defined only ‘n e ar’ IRW, while in the second case the holomorphic
functions are defined in the entire convex cone.
(ii) Let P be any partial differential operator with real analytic coefficients
defined on U. We define its action in &(TJ) by setting P = { r {, P /J , for ue3d{TJ),
where u = {r^fi}.
Having defined hyperfunctions we now formulate some fundamental results
concerning regularity of hyperfunction solutions to differential equations. The
proofs can be found in Sato et al. (1973) and Bony & Schapira (1976), and the results
are summarized in Sato (1971) and Guillemin et al. (1979).
We use the notation (
x ,i£) for a point in the normal bund
(x,i£oo) denote the corresponding point in the normal sphere bundle. We use
similar notation for the conormal and conormal sphere bundles
-> IRn and
lRn), and denote by ( ,) the pairing of N * and Nx, x e [Rn. The regularity of a
hyperfunction is described by specifying in which directions into the complex the
hyperfunction is singular, as opposed to real analytic. A full explanation and some
illuminating diagrams can be found in Miwa et al. (1977).
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Definition 1.6. A hyperfunction
u e B (U )is said to be micr
if and only if there exists {7^ ,/ J e JF(F) representing u in some neighbourhood
V <= U of x where
(x,\£)e /^ implies th a t £) < 0. The singular spectrum
t t c f * is the set of points where u is not microanalytic.
Remark. The singular spectrum of a hyperfunction is analogous to the wavefront
set of a distribution (see Hormander 1979), and was referred to in earlier papers as
‘singular support’ and ‘essential support’. We have adopted the terminology of
Kashiwara (1979).
Now if we are given a linear partial differential operator P of order n, then its
top-order symbol crm(P) is a linear mapping defined for each point
£) of the
cotangent bundle of 1RW(or more general manifolds) (see Wells 1980). The charac
teristic variety C'(P) of an analytic partial differential operator P defined on U is
defined by the vanishing of the top-order symbol in the cotangent bundle, i.e.
C(P): = {(x ,g )e T * (V ) : crm(P)(z,£) = 0}.
For example, if
P = □ = (0/ 0a;0)2—(0/ 0#1)2—(0/ 0£2)2—(0/ 0cr3)2,
then
(P) = {(*,1): (&,)’ - ( ^ - ( S s ) 2- ^ 2 = o},
C
the light cone in the cotangent bundle.
The following powerful result is due to Sato (see Sato (1971); a recent proof is
presented in Bony & Schapira (1976)).
T h e o r e m 1.7. Let

uE & (U n),with

(x,
v) e C(P).
A corollary of this theorem is th a t hyperfunction solutions of homogeneous
elliptic equations are analytic. This follows because a hyperfunction with empty
singular spectrum is indeed analytic.
Definition 1.8. Let r be an open cone over U. The dual cone r * c N* is the set
r*

:= {(#, i£):

xe

We adopt the convention th a t starred cones always belong to A* and are dual to
similarly named unstarred cones. We also extend the tilde notation so that, for
example
P* is the region in A* defining r*. We now state the final results in this
section concerning the relation between the singular spectrum of hyperfunctions
and the representation of hyperfunctions by holomorphic functions defined in
specific cones (see Kashiwara 1979).
P r o po sit io n 1.9. (i) Let r b e an open convex cone over U. For ue& (U )

s.s. u c= r * o u E b j^ ( P ) .
(ii) Let r * be a finite set of convex cones over U, and suppose u e &(U) with
s.s. u <= U
jPf-Then there exists UjE&(U) with s.s. uj c P* and u =
(iii) Let r * be a closed cone over U, and let —T* be the antipodal cone.
with u e bs^ (P*) and u e b.s3{ —F*), then u is analytic on U.
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2. T w i s t o r

Min k o w sk i

geometry and

space

Let T be a four-dimensional complex vector space equipped with a Herm itian
form 0 of signature (+ H-------). We refer to ¥ as the space of
and we let
P: = F1(T) =

{Lx:L x is a one-dimensional subspace of ¥},

F; = F12(T) = {(Ll5

L 2):L x c:

M:
= F2(T) =

{L2:

L

L 2is a two-dimensional subspace of ¥}.

Then clearly we have projections
F

p

y ,

where p{Lx,
L 2)=
L x,v(Lx,L 2) = L 2. These are compact complex ma
P = P3(C) is called projective twistor space and y (a Grassmannian manifold) is
called complexified compactified Minkowski space (which name is justified below).
We see th a t dimc P = 3, dimc F = 5, dimc M = 4, and the mappings and v are
fibre bundle projections with fibres isomorphic to P 2(C) and PX(C) respectively
(see Wells 1979).
We shall now use the Hermitian form 0 to define distinguished subsets of these
manifolds. I f
Lc
r ¥ is a subspace then we say th a t 0 ( V) is positive, negative
zero if 0{Z) is positive, negative, or zero for all non-zero vectors
Then we let
y +=

{p6y : 0(p) > 0},

- =

e y : 0(p) < 0};

M =

{p6y : 0(p) = 0},

with P±, P and F±, F being defined similarly as subsets of P and F respectively.
We choose, as in Eastwood et al. (1981), the open dense subset
y 7 <= y
by

c 4 ~ c 2x2- > y 7 <= y ,
fi
za 1—>zAA- span I j.

gy,

where I 2 is the 2 x 2 identity m atrix and
2^'

f z 00'
[zw

z31'

=

z° + z1
z2—i

z2+ iz3
z° —z1

are the (spinor) m atrix coordinates for points in the open subset y 7 of the Grass
mannian manifold y . If zAA' is Hermitian, we write
ZAA’ — XAA'

and if zAA' g y 7, we write
zAA' = xAA' + iyAA, xAA', yAA' Hermitian.
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One can check th a t:

(a)M 1: = M 0 y 7 =
{zAA'\zAA' is Hermitian) ~ R4
= affine Minkowski space where the Lorentz metric form is
given by dz00' dz11' —dz10' dz01' = det (d
;
(6)
(c)

M+=

M+fl y 7 =

= y- D

{zAA'\

zAA'=

xA A —iyAA positiv

M1= {zAA>: zAA' —

(see Wells 19826). Thus we see th a t in M, M+ n M~
is a common boundary
th at is compact, and, in fact, a closed orbit of SU (2, 2), contained in 0M+ and 0M~,
while M+ and y ~ are open orbits of SU(2, 2). We refer to M as the conformal
compactifcation of M 1, and the action of SU (2, 2,) on M induces the action of the
conformal group (see Wells 1979). On the other hand, if we look at M+ and M- as
open subsets of y 7 ^ C4, then M 1 is the common Shilov boundary of these two
tube domains.
In relativity literature y + is referred to as the future tube (tube domain in C4
over the future light cone), and similarly y ~ is referred to as the past tube. We also
use this terminology.
We let F7: = v-1( y 7) and P7: = /^o^_1( y 7) be the corresponding 'affine’ regions
in F and P respectively. We note th a t P7 is P with the line corresponding to the
vertex of the null cone a t infinity in y removed. Let
= n P7 be the corre
sponding set of null projective twistors. These spaces will be useful in the relative
cohomology representation of hyperfunction fields, which will be discussed in §4.
On y 7 we have the differential operators
V ^ .: = 0 / 0 ^ ’

eAB

1

eA’B’ —

O 1
____

where

O

yAA' := e ABeA'B'yBB,}
1

and

are the usual matrices used to raise and lower spinor indices. (We use the convention
throughout th a t a sum is implied by repeated indices.) If O ^ ^ and
are
symmetric spinor fields on M 1 then we have the zero-rest-mass (z.r.m.) field equa
tions for different helicities (Dirac 1936, Wells 1979):
helicity \n > 0,
helicity
helicity

VAA &= 0 ,
\n <
0, ^ a a ^ a ...d

= 0 , ^ AA ^ aa ’4*

indices,

"

1 (2.1)

(0 scalar field).]

In particular each component
□ = V aa 'VAA'. If we consider spinor fields on M 1, then
= d/dxAA\

=

n indices,

<f>A'...D'o r ^ . . . d 4S annihilated
VA= eAB eA'B' VBB.

are the restricted real differential operators, where real refers to the real space-time
coordinates
(xQ, x1, x2,x3) of Minkowski space, and we have the same equa
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(2.1) with these real derivatives on M 1. We refer to solutions of these equations as
massless fields of the specified helicity. Note th a t the scalar operator □ = V AA'
is just the wave operator in the space-time coordinates.
These equations are conformally invariant, and, if we consider conformally
weighted fields on
M , we can consider global solutions of these equa
compact manifold M . Conformally weighted spinor fields are sections of the natural
spin bundles on Minkowski space tensored with a specific power (the conformal
weight) of the determ inant of one of the basic spin bundles according to a specific
convention (see Eastwood et al. (1981), Hitchin (1980) and Wells (1982a) for a
discussion of conformal weights in this context). We let 2£n be the sheaf of massless
fields of helicity \n ,
n —0, ± 1 , ± 2 ,.... These are conformally
fields, which satisfy (2.1) locally (they are described invariantly in Eastwood et al.
(1981), where the sheaf was denoted by
&'n\we dro
Definition 2.1. A massless field (of some helicity) is said to be future analytic if
(}) is the boundary value on M 1 of a holomorphic massless field f)+ (of the same
helicity) on the future tube fV0+. The field is
analytic if <j) is the boundary value
of a holomorphic massless field f)~ on the past tube y ~ (of the same helicity).
Remarks, (i) If a smooth field on
Fourier decomposition (for example if

M 1satisf
<f e ^

<j){x) = j
where

J *11=0

k'Xsi the Minkowski inner product (see for example §3), then we can write

(j){x) = j

eik'x <fi(k) dk +f
J

J

!* |= 0

&°>0

d&.

|* |= 0
fc»<0

Then f) being of positive frequency means the first integral vanishes (i.e. only
terms of the form
e~i(ot,
oj >
0 , appear in the decomposition; see S
man (1962)). We see th a t
f)(x) =
\\m(f)
2/—>0

where
f)(x —iy)= f>(z) = f
1*1=0
*°<o

is a holomorphic function on
M+ ~

[x —\y \ y° 0>, (y0)2 >

+

4- (y3)2}.

Thus f>(x) is the boundary value of a holomorphic field on the future tube M+,
which we are taking in this paper to be our definition of <p being future analytic.
Thus positive frequency implies future analytic, but not conversely. For example,
ei*-z is both future and past analytic for all A;. In § 3 is given a proof of such a Fourier

ons
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decomposition when ^ is a distribution, although if (f is large at infinity it is not
unique.
(ii) The notion of future analytic given here is related to the positive-energy
constraint of the W ightman axioms used in axiomatic quantum field theory (see
Streater & W ightman 1962), where the expectation values of the quantum field
theory are required to be boundary values of holomorphic functions defined in M+.
(iii) We use the same definition of future analytic for fields defined in compactified
Minkowski space M , which is contained in the boundary of M+ and M- in a natural
manner. Here the usual Fourier-analysis definition would not be applicable.
For general fields on M 1 there is no such canonical splitting known, and a given
field
(fcan be represented as (f++ 0+ and (f~ being future and past analytic
respectively, in many different ways. On compactified Minkowski space M we note
th a t there is a canonical splitting of fields into future and past analytic parts
(provided they satisfy the appropriate field equations), just as there is in Fourier
analysis (this is proved in Wells (1981), and a new proof is given in §4). The ambi
guity of a splitting into future and past analytic parts on M 1 is related to the lack
of uniqueness of the extensions of the fields to . The study of the extension of the
fields to M provides a means of understanding the relation between Fourier de
composition of fields and more general splitting into future and past analytic parts.
I t would be of some interest to find a canonical splitting into future and past analytic
parts on
M 1for a general field, but this has not yet been done.
We need to specify the notion of boundary values, but, by using the notion of
hyperfunctions on M 1, we can take the boundary values on M 1 of any holomorphic
function in M+. More precisely, if ^ ( M 1) is the vector space of hyperfunctions on
M 1, then there is the mapping b of definition 1.5:
0(M+) ©

<9(M-)—

where 0{ ) denotes holomorphic functions. This is the Martineau boundary value
mapping, which has the property th a t if (f>+
M+) and (j)~ e &( M~) are continuous
up to the boundary M 1 or, more generally, have (Schwartz) distribution boundary
values, then
b((f+, (f~) = (f)+{xAA') —<f~(xAA ), xAA‘e M 1.
Thus, a massless field <f is future analytic if
f> = b(</>+,0)
and (f+ is a holomorphic massless field on y + ; similarly for past analytic. Note th a t
b is not injective, as discussed earlier.
Now we note th a t equations (2.1) are conformally invariant, and hence have well
defined extensions to M , where the spinor fields
etc. become sections of an
appropriate vector bundle, and the operator VAA' maps conformally weighted spinor
fields to conformally weighted spinor fields. We do not introduce this language here
explicitly, and refer the reader to Eastwood et (1981) for details (cf. Hitchin 1980).
We have the following lemma.
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L emma 2.2. Suppose
<p is ahyperfunction z.r.m. field on M 1 suc
where
(p+and <p~ are future and past analytic on M 1, respectively. Then cp extends as
hyperfunction z.r.m. field of the same helicity to all
Minkowski space M.

Proof. By hypothesis,
(p—
bu+ + bu~where (p+ and
fields on M+ and M~ respectively. Taking the image of M7 under an appropriate
T e S U (2 , 2) we can obtain an alternative coordinate system My th a t preserves
M+, M~ and M . We can now take the difference between boundary values of u+
and u~ on M j, = M [) My, and this will agree with (p on M 1 0
Two such new
coordinate systems will cover M —M 1 and give the required extension.

Remark. In the lemma we are taking the hyperfunction boundary values of any
holomorphic functions in M+ and M~ a t the points of infinity. We can do this
because any point in the closure of M 1 ‘looks the same ’ from the point of view of (p+
as any point of
M 1itself. The fact th a t (p+ and (p~ satisfy the field equat
immediately th a t the boundary values at infinity (which is a hyperfunction) satisfy
the'required equations.
The ‘looks the same ’ property appears in its simplest form if we w ant to verify
th a t any distribution T on the line IR1 extends to a hyperfunction on the projective
line S 1. An argument similar to the proof of lemma 2.2 shows th a t T is of the form
<p+—(p~ where
is holomorphic in the upper (lower) half-plane. Thus <p± can be
thought of as a holomorphic function on the upper (lower) hemisphere of the
Riemann sphere. Thus (p+
—(p~
is a hyperfunction on the equator S
In the next section we shall prove the following lemma.
L emma 2.3. A n y massless field <p on M 1 that is a distribution is the sum of future
and past analytic massless fields (p+ and (p~.
Here ‘distribution ’ is to be understood in a very general sense, as indicated in
§3. Using lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 yields immediately the following theorem.
T h eo r em 2.4. A n y massless field of a given helicity on M 1 that is a distribution

extends as a hyperfunction massless field on M.
This theorem shows th a t even though a distribution massless field can have
singularities at infinity th a t make it impossible to extend it as a distribution to the
compactification, it has a hyperfunction extension th a t satisfies the field equations.
For instance,
<p(x)
=eiw'x satisfies the wave equation on M 1 if ||w||
the points at infinity, its behaviour is (outside a light cone) like
(after an inversion x-+ —x/\\x\\2). This clearly does not extend as a distribution
across the light cone ||a;|| = 0. B ut
<p(x) = (p+(x) —(p~(x),
where
(p+{z) = eiw‘z,
and by lemma 2.2,

<p~{z) = 0,

)<
p(xextends to all of
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Remark. We note that, since the sheaf of hyperfunctions is flabby (see Komatsu
1973; Schapira 1970), given a distribution T0 on M 1 there is always a hyperfunction
extension T of T0 to all of
M . The main point in theorem 2.4 is t
solution of the field equations has a hyperfunction extension th a t is also a solution
at infinity. Hyperfunction sections on a compact real analytic manifold such as M
can be characterized as the dual space of the global real analytic sections of the
appropriate bundle with the correct topology. Distribution sections on M 1 will be
in the dual space of the compactly supported O00 sections (of the same appropriate
bundle), and we note th a t the intersection of these two spaces of test functions is
zero. Thus extension in theorem 2.4 is not in the usual functional-analysis sense of
extending dual objects by having their action extend from a subspace to a larger
space of test functions. This apparent problem is resolved by Sato’s fundamental
result th a t hyperfunctions form a sheaf, so th a t extension as sections of a sheaf is
well defined.
In our work on hyperfunctions in §4 we need the following independent pro
position concerning real analytic solutions to the inhomogeneous spinor equations
( 2 . 1).

P roposition 2.5. (i) Given f real analytic on M 1, there exists a real analytic u
defined on M 1 such that \Z\u = f.
(ii) Given f A(B'...L')
re°danalytic on M 1 with ^ AB f ab ’...u — A there
analytic field
u(a '...l ’)defined on M 1 such that
= fA(B'...L')-

Proof. To see (i) we use the fundamental solution for the wave operator in M 1 ~ IR4,
which solves the inhomogeneous wave equation with an integral formula. G iven/,
a solution to the equation □«. = / is given by
u{xQ,

x 1,
Jo

x2, x3) —— f £ d£ f f(x° —£,

+ £a4, 2+ £a2, x? + £a3)
sJ 2

where doj is the normalized Lebesgue measure on the 2-sphere
S 2 = {x: x° =0, (a;1)2+

+

= 1}

and (a1, a 2, a 3) is a unit vector in 1R3 (see Courant & Hilbert 1962, p. 576). I t is clear
from this integral that, if / is real analytic, then u will be, since / can be extended
holomorphically to a complex neighbourhood of the compact cone of integration,
and u clearly depends holomorphically on the parameters involved.
To see (ii), we reduce it by algebraic means to (i). We introduce the notation
Q(Ax\\"Am f°r the sheaf of spinor fields of the form
etc., where ( ) denotes
symmetric tensor product (see Eastwood et
(1981), where this notation is used
extensively). On affine Minkowski space
( ^ IR4) we use the analogous notation
5 v for the sheaf of real analytic spinor fields on M 1 of the appropriate type, and
(M1) will be the global sections of this sheaf, i.e. the global real analytic
spinor fields of the appropriate spin indices. On M 1 we do not need to concern
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ourselves with conformal weights, and they will be ignored in the following discus
sion. The proof is based on a generalized deRham sequence due to Buchdahl (1980)
V An A n

v4»0-> Q»-2 y*_».0O4h..^;-a)___>

--------- t----->
^ A iA -,-•

^ A i A'L"•

Afi —i A n —i

©

An - i A n - \

7A n - i

(2-2)

. TJAnA'n

This sequence is exact on Ml7 (and with appropriate conformal weights is exact on
M). For n = 2 this is simply the deRham sequence on M1 expressed in spinor
notation (see Eastwood et al. 1981), and this is a suitable generalization for higherorder spinors. Now M 1 <= Ml7 has a fundam ental system of Stein neighbourhoods U
with H 2(U, C) = H 3(U, C) = 0 (see for example Cartan 1957). The sheaf © n_2T* is
a constant sheaf of complex vector spaces, and the sequence (2.2) is a resolution of
O n_2y * ) go we see that, since H 2(U, ©ft_2T*) = H 3(U, ©n_2T*) = 0, the induced
sequence of global sections over U (and by a limiting process over M 1) is exact at
the second and third terms. In other words
« S /U i
(M1) ---- >
©
«'

—
P

is exact where a, a ', /?, /?',

^(Ai...An_i)(M1)
(2.3)

y are the individual maps. In part

/?' = —WAnAk is the z.r.m. operator,
y = V ^ 1is the compatibility condition for /?'.
We see th a t from the exactness of (2.3) th a t assertion (ii) in this proposition is valid
provided th a t a =
is surjective. To see the surjectivity, we consider an
additional mapping in
M1
*AnA'n
( if J) ----- > jtfiAi-A’n-i) (M1) ----- »

(Jf/).

(2.4)

We see th a t the composition of the two mappings in (2.4) is the wave operator
j/U i

□

n)(if /) --- > jtf(Ax-Ak) (M1)
-A

acting in a scalar fashion on these spinor fields. B ut by p art (i) this is surjective and
the proof is complete.
Remark. There are partial differential operators (even with constant coefficients)
th a t are not surjective on the real analytic functions. The tru th of proposition 2.5
depends on the hyperbolic nature of □ .
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of m a s s l e s s f i e l d s

This section is devoted to a proof of lemma 2.3.
For the proof we use some of the ideas of Ehrenpreis (1970). Let W be an analytic
ally uniform (a.u.) space of functions or distributions on M 1. By this we mean th a t
IF is a reflexive space of functions or distributions in the variable x : = xAA' th a t
contains all exponentials exp (i
zAA' -xAA'f)or all complex
of the m atrix product).
We require th a t the linear combinations of exp (i
be dense in W and, more
over, th a t the map
z ^ e x p (i
should be holomorphic. Thus, if we let ( , ) denote the duality pairing between IF
and IF', the Fourier transform
S(z) =

(S,ex p (izA

of S g IF' is an entire function and the map
is one:one. Call W' the space of
A
A
S so obtained; we give W' the topology so as to make the Fourier transform a
topological isomorphism.
We now give the essential property of a.u. spaces. The topology of IF' can be
described intrinsically as follows. There exists a family K = {k(z)} of positive
functions on M zc (the complexification of the dual of M 1) so th a t the topology of
IF' is defined by the seminorms
\\S\\k = {sup |3 (2)|}/&(2).
The space of distributions
function spaces (cf. Ehrenpreis 1970).
By duality (3.1) means th a t each

(3.1)

S)'{Mz)is an a.u. space, as are m

feWhas the Fourier repr
/•pix-z

f { x ) = ) W ) M *](3,2)
for some measure p on the complex z-space M zc whose total measure is finite (see
Ehrenpreis 1970, p. 11). Equation (3.2) must be understood symbolically, especially
i f / i s a distribution: th a t is, for any S e
W,
<«,/> = J f | W

(3.3)

The theory of localizable analytically uniform (l.a.u.) spaces provides information
about the support of the measure p in the Fourier decomposition (3.2) if the function
is in such a space and satisfies a differential equation with constant coefficients. The
abstract definition of l.a.u. space (see Ehrenpreis 1970, p. 101) allows one to piece
together local solutions of homogeneous differential equations to give global
solutions. In our case it suffices to note th a t , the Schwartz space of distributions,
is such an l.a.u.-space, and if we consider / to be a component of a distribution
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massless field on M 1, then / satisfies the wave equation □ / = 0 on M 1. I t then
follows from theorem 7.1 of Ehrenpreis (1970) th a t we can write (symbolically)
f ( x ) = ) W ) <3'4)

where now
ju,is a measure on M 1 supported on the dual light cone zAA'zAA, =
The representation (3.4) holds for each component / of a massless field
or *}fA 'D- If we w ant to consider the whole field then we can fix the function k(z)
and we would replace (3.4) by
w

- f

ere the components d

v

(3.5)

,

Pa '...d’@) satisfy
ZAA'd

(3.6)

(z) = °-

This result is the modification theorem 7.3 of theorem 7.1 of Ehrenpreis (1970)
applied to the present situation.
A similar result applies for negative helicity.
To s p lit/o r (J) into a sum of future and past analytic fields it is natural to try to
split the integral in (3.4) or (3.5) into pieces in which R e t0 > 0 and R e t0 < 0.
The first difficulty comes from the fact th a t there might be a slight problem along
R e t0 = 0. However, this can be eliminated in many ways, for example by using the
theory of sufficient sets (see Ehrenpreis 1970, theorem 7.2), which shows th a t the
support of jll or
Pa ’...b 'can he chosen to be outside |R et°| < 1.
We thus define /± and <^>± to be the integrals corresponding to (3.4) or (3.5),
where we integrate over R e t0 > 0 or R e t0 < 0; we denote by /i± or
the
corresponding measures. I t is clear th a t the integrals in (3.3), for [i replaced by /4±
or
P±a ’...b ,->
converge for each 8 e W and define continuous linear functions on W',
hence elements of W.
We want to go further and define extensions of /± or
to the tubes M*
(similarly for
^ a .^d )-Bor this we need
L emma 3.1

.If(t0)2 - (t1)2 - (t2)2- (t3)2 = 0 then
(3.7)

|Re (t1, t 2, t 3)| ^ |R e t01+ |Im (t1, t 2, t 2)|.
Here we have denoted by |c| some convenient norm of the vector v.
Proof. We have
3
3
(R et°)2- ( I m t° ) 2 = £ (Ret*)2- 2 (Imt*)2,
i=1
which gives
2 (R e t’)2 ^ (Ret°)2+ 2 (Im t’)2,
3=1
from which (3.7) follows.

1
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In the notation x = (

x°x, 1,

x 2,

3x) we define the tubes

Im x° > e(resp. < —e)
( l - e ) 2(Im x0)2 > (Im x1)2+ (Im x2)2+ (Im x3)2.
This means that, for

fo

(3.8)

x ae nd z in the light cone with Rez° > 0, we h

Im x-2 = (Im x#) (Rez°) + (Rea;0) (Im z0)
— 2 (Im x3') (RezJ) — £ (R ea^)(Im ^)
3= 01

^ (Im x°)(R e^0) - 2 |Ima;J’| |R e^'j —|R e#| |Im z|
3= 1

^ e(Imx°) (R e2°) —|R e#| |Im z| —(1 —e) |Imo:0| |Im £|.

(3.9)

For the last step we have used (3.8) and lemma 3.1.
Now, if x lies in a compact set of M+, then we have, from (3.9),
|exp(kr*£)| ^ exp ( —e2Rez°)exp

|Im z|)

(3.10)

for some constant a. As we shall explain later, the factor exp ( | Im | ) is unim portant
for most ‘interesting’ spaces W, th a t is, it can be absorbed in the factor of (3.4)
or (3.5). Thus, formally, the integral for Re z° > 0 converges better than the integral
did for x e M 1, uniformly for x in compact sets of M+. This suggests th a t the integral
is holomorphic in each
M+ which is what we want. Of course, a sim
works for Rez° < 0 and M~.
To give a formal proof, we w ant to show th a t for |/e M + the maps
y-*f+ (x + y)

or

fr + y)

are holomorphic maps of M+ th a t are continuous on all of M+ into the space W.
We show the result for y -> f+{x + y) as the result for y -* (}>a '...d’(x + V) 5corresponding
results for negative frequencies are proved similarly.
The Fourier transform of this map is
y -> exp {iy •z) d/A+(2)/k{z).
Thus we have to show th a t for any

S e W'

fe ^ £ (t)d
J
m

/n
(<U1)

depends in the desired manner on y.
We now note th a t the space of distributions
space th a t is localizable, satisfies the following.
For any
a >0 and any
exp(a|Im|z|)&(£)

in addition to being an a.u.
ke{k} the function
is in

{&}.

(3.12)

I t is readily verified by the explicit form of the functions k as given in chapter v
of Ehrenpreis (1970) th a t (3.12) holds for the space of distributions of Schwartz, as
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well as for the space of C00 functions, the dual of the spaces of non-quasi-analytic
functions, etc.
We now complete the proof of lemma 2.3 with the interpretation of ‘distribution ’
as an element of some l.a.u. space satisfying (3.12).
The function e x p (iy z ) certainly depends holomorphically on y. Moreover, by
(3.12) and (3.9), the integrals in (3.11) converge uniformly for y in any compact set
of M+. Thus the integrals are holomorphic for y in the interior of Ml + and continuous
for | / g M+ for each fixed S e W ' . Finally, convergence is uniform for the set of
S e W' satisfying
($(z)| ^
/k(%)
(3.13)

for some fixed
a.By (3.12) this is a neighbourhood of zero in IF. H
standard theory of locally convex topological vector spaces, the map has the
desired properties.

Remark. The crucial point in all the foregoing calculations is lemma 3.1, which
asserts, in particular, th a t there is some proper cone r around the real x°-axis th a t
contains the real zeros of the polynomial (z°)2—(31)2—(z2)2—(z3)2. Under suitable
conditions we could extend lemma 2.2 to homogeneous systems with this property.
The role of
M±
w ould be played by the tube domain over the interior of the
cones to E±.
The example d/dx° shows th a t the existence of a cone is necessary for the result.
4. H

yperfunction
the

P

so lu t io n s and

enrose transform

Our aim in this section is to extend the Penrose transform from smooth to hyperfunction fields. The main result is th a t there is a canonical isomorphism
H U PJ,«W - n - 2)

)

& Z J M I)

(4.1)

where 2Z&
nd enotes hyperfunction solutions to the massless field equation
of helicity \n . This result will then give as a corollary the hyperfunction version of
the results of §2. To be precise, every element of
is the sum of future and
past analytic massless fields and so extends as a solution to M. This result is valid
for arbitrary helicity.
In Wells (1981) it was shown th a t for
n^
(4.2)
This was an extension of the general machine developed in Eastwood
(1981).
Here we present an alternative proof of (4.2) based on the main new result (4.1).

Definition 4.1. Let jTbe an open cone over U. By a truncation of E w e mean a set
P —r n
Vw
here
Vi
s a neighbourhood of U in Cn. We ab
further and denote also by b the boundary value map from &(r)-+&(U) (recall our
remarks a t the end of § 1).
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a —0, 1,2, 3, are the usual coordinates on M7with the

M ± = {Za : (y0)2- ^ 1)2- ^ 8)2- ^ ) 2 > 0 ,

then we define the relatively compact subcones
T±: =

0},

(4.3)

c= y ± by

{z“:
A

>

%(y0)2^

(y1)2a

-( (y3)2

^

In this section we deal with truncations T± and T± of T±, with T± cz T± cz T±.
L emma 4.2. I f

ue^

^ ^ M 1)then there exist truncations of the cones T±
holomorphicspinor fields w± defined on T± with u =
Proof. We note first th a t the dual cones (M±)* of the future and past tubes are
the closures M±. I t is consistent with our usual notation to denote by (il/±)* the
closed subsets of the conormal sphere bundle of M 1 in y 7 corresponding to the
future and past tubes. If
u e then each component of u obeys the
equation. Thus, by theorem 1.7, s.s.
u<
= (i0'+)* u
there exists w'± with s.s. w'± c (Jf±)* and u =
and so by proposition 1.9 (i)
there exists w ±E s/n(M±) with u = bw+—bw~. The existence of w± now follows
immediately from the definition of stf.
L emma 4.3. Given
exist truncations T± zz T± and

u e and

as in lemma 4.2 with u = bw+—bw~ there
e ^ n(T±) with u — bv+—bv~.

Proof. We have two cases:
n# 0 and
Dirac operator whose kernel is 2£n for appropriate helicity \n , we have by the
definition of the action of differential operators on hyperfunctions:
6

Vw+ —bWw~= 0.

Set / = bVw+. Then by proposition 1.9 (iii) we see t h a t / i s real analytic in a neigh
bourhood of M 1. By proposition 2.5 (ii) we can find a holomorphic spinor field g
defined on
M 1with Vg = /, noting th a t / satisfies the required compatibility
conditions if \n\ > 1. Suppose th a t g is holomorphic in some neighbourhood Q of
M 1. Set
=
T ±n
Qa
nd let v± = w± —g. Then v ± e ^ n(T±) and
For
n =0, we use proposition 2.5 (i), and apply the same argument with the wave
operator.
The combined effect of these two lemmas is th a t every hyperfunction righthanded massless field is the difference of the boundary values of holomorphic fields
on some truncation of the relatively compact subcones. We now use twistor theory
to show th a t every solution is the sum of future and past analytic solutions.
To apply twistor theory we need
L emma 4.4. Given any truncation of the cones T± there is a subtruncation on which
the Penrose transform is an isomorphism. The corresponding regions in projective
twistor space are the two components of a neighbourhood of P 1 in P7.
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Proof. Let
p — {(a;0)2+ (a;1)2+ (a;2)2+ (a^)2}£ be a radial coordinate in M 1 an
be a smooth function with the following properties:
(i) <j>{x) =
<J)(—x),for all
ex R
;
(ii) 0 <
(iii) if 0 <
(iv) dV < h
da:2

f>(x)<

,1of r all

x < y,then

ex R
;
f>(x)^

for all xeR .

We define truncations T f of the cones T± (as defined in (4.3)) by
T}: = T ± n { ± y ° <<f>(p)}.

If Pe
<=■P, then the a-plane corresponding to p is given by ap = vop -1{p) c
A sufficient condition that the Penrose transform
Hi(T$\C)p( - n - 2 ) ) - > & n(T})

(4.4)

be an isomorphism is that
ap n

be one-connected for all pe T^"

(4.5)

(see Eastwood
et al.1981). One can check by expressing the generic a-pla
of coordinates that (4.5) is satisfied. One can then choose <f>so that
He inside any
given truncation and th at
Ta
re the components of a neighbour
We are now in a position to transfer the problem of splitting a solution into future
and past analytic parts to projective twistor space.

L emma 4.5. Given
u e S t^ ^ fM 1)there exists a neighbourhood P o
v"±eH 1{P±,C)p{ - n - 2 ) ) where P±: = P n P± with u =
Proof. By lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 we have v±e2?n(P±) with
This
allows us to assume without loss of generality that the regions Pf1are such that the
Penrose transform is an isomorphism. We then let P± be (f±)" and we define
v"±: = ^ -1«7±.
T heorem 4.6. Given u e

2£a
n(JfJ) there exists u± e 2?n(M±) with u

Proof. By our previous results there exist v"±eH 1(P±,(9p( - n - 2 ) ) , where
p± = (p n P± for some neighbourhood P of P1 in P1, and u = b ^v"+ -b ^v"-. Now
consider the commutative diagram
v
H1(pt,&p( - n - 2 ) ) ---- ^

H 1(P+,(Pp( —n — 2))a,
©
---- >H2Pi(PI,0P{ - n - 2 ) ---- > H \P I,0P{ - n - 2 ) ) H 1{P-,Gp{n —2 - ) )
€
T

_ 1/A _
* H\P+}<9p( - n - 2 ) ) y
H (P>Gp( - n - 2 ) ) ---- >
^
©
---H 1{P-,(9p( - n - 2))

Sf

P
V

---- >
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where the rows are parts of the relative cohomology sequences of the pairs (P7, P7 —
P 7) and (P, P —
P 1),respectively (noting th a t P7—
P+u P~, etc.). All the
vertical maps are restrictions and /? is the excision theorem isomorphism (see for
example K om atsu 1973). We note th a t
2)) vanishes because P7
can be covered by two Stein manifolds, and thus £ must be the zero map.
The map r] is injective, as can be seen by considering its Minkowski-space inter
pretation under the Penrose transform.
Selecting an arbitrary inverse
o r 1for a we now observe
ear1j3~1y{v"+©

v"~)—(v"+ © v"~) e Im

Thus, in Minkowski space, if we set
w±: = 0 >o r1(3~1yv"±
we have
bu+ —bur = bv"+ —b3Pv"~ = u.
Corollary 4.7. There is a canonical mapping

H U P 1,

@p( ~ n 2~)) ->

Proof. This follows directly from the proof of theorem 4.6.
Corollary 4.8. There is an exact sequence

ir n(M+)
©
- > ^ n( j f 7)->o,
&n( m ~)
where the second map is a restriction and the third is the difference in boundary
values. This parametrizes the different extensions of a hyperfunction field on M 1
to M .
o ^ i r w( y 7)->

Proof. The sequence is the Penrose transform of the top row of the commutative
diagram (4.6) used in the proof of theorem 4.6.
Remark. Suppose ZJ <=■M corresponds in the usual way with U" <=z P , and th a t
H 2(U",&p( —n —2)) and H 2(U" U P+ U P~,
2)) vanish (the first of these
groups is the obstruction to inverting the massless field operator on U (see Eastwood
et al. 1981)). Then the proof of theorem 4.6 carries over and we have a further
generalization of the Penrose transform to
and an extension theorem:
u e ^ ^ >n(U )implies th a t there exists
v = u on U.
We now turn to the proof of the isomorphism (4.2). Consider the relative co
homology sequence of the pair (P, P —P). Given th a t iP (P ,
2)) and
# 2(P ,&p{
—n —2)) vanish we have the isomorphism
iP ( P+, (Pp( - n - 2 ) )
©

HH P-, &p{ - n - 2 ) )

* H 2P( P , 0p( - » - 2)).
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Furthermore, we have the Penrose transform

giving an isomorphism

H 1^ ,
0'.

(Pp( —n —2))

©
->
ffM P- 0 p ( - » - 2 ))

©

,

Combining these with the boundary value map (taking the difference of boundary
values) we have a generalized Penrose transform
H 2P (P ,0 p( - n - 2))-> 0 m>n{M).

(4.7)

By means of a generalization of the machine in Eastwood et (1981) it was shown
in Wells (1981) th a t
0 min (4.7) is an isomorphism for ^ 0. We
alternative proof based on the earlier results in this section.
Deleting the complex null cone of the origin from Ml we have an alternative
‘affine’ coordinate patch, which we denote by M1J . Let
: = Ml*7 ft
=
M 1 f)
M J ,Ml7,7: = M l+ U Ml- U M IJ and let P*7,
be the regions in P corresponding
to Ml*7 and Ml7*7 . We note th a t PJ is P with a line removed and P7*7 is P with two
disjoint lines I and
J removed.
L emma 4.9.

ThePenrose transform
H \ P7*7, 0 P( - n

is an isomorphism, for

-2))
all

&n( MI

n ?5 0.

Proof. Letting za — xa —iya be the coordinates on Ml7, we consider the subset
X c= MIJ given by
X: =
M IJ —{xaxa^ 0} u M1+ U M l- .

Then X obeys the conditions for the Penrose transform to be an isomorphism. The
corresponding region in projective twistor space is X " = P7-7. Thus given any
<f e
M17 J ) we restrict it to X and find
1(P7*7, 0 P{ —2)).
We shall now prove th a t the mapping in (4.2) is an isomorphism. I t suffices to
show th a t every
ue
>n{M)is the sum of future and past analytic field
T heorem 4.10. I f u e 2^^ n{M) then there exists w±e<^n(Ml±) with bu+—bu~ = u.
Proof. We write the restrictions of u to M 1 and M J as uz and Uj respectively.
I t follows from theorem 4.6 th a t
Uj = buf —buj

on M 1 for

uf e

Ml±),

Uj= buy —buy on M J for

uf e

Ml±).

Thus
b(uf —u f) —
b(uj —
uy) =0 on M IJ. By proposition 1.9 (iii)
we2fn(MIJ) with
w = u f —u f on M l±. Thus, by lemma 4.9, there exists
(Pp(
—n —2)) with 0 w " — w.
Now consider the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for P7 and P7 :
H l{PI, ( P p ( - n - 2))
->H1( P , 0 p ( - n - 2 ) ) - + ©
H l{PJ , (Pp(
2))
->H \P,(9p { - n - 2)).
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As previously observed the first and last groups vanish. Thus there exist unique
w,j e H 1(PI, (9p( —n —2)), w 'j e H 1(Pj , (Pp{ —n —2)) withw/' =
Letting
Wj — SPw’j and
Wj = £Pw"j,we have w — Wj —Wj on MIJ with
W j e & n(MJ).
Now consider
u

'

:=

b(uf —Wj) —b(uj —w f = J —Wj) —

We have u = u' on
M 1f] M J and thus u —u ' e ^ n{M) with supp(
(M1 U
M J ).B ut M —(M1 UM J ) is a single space-like 2-sphere. Since satisfies
the wave equation on M it follows th a t u —u' = 0 on
Thus, if we set
= u f wT
we have u = b(u+) —b(u~), as desired.
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